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Responsibility of major emitters for country-level
warming and extreme hot years
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Carl-Friedrich Schleussner 2,5 & Sonia I. Seneviratne 1

The contributions of single greenhouse gas emitters to country-level climate change are

generally not disentangled, despite their relevance for climate policy and litigation. Here, we

quantify the contributions of the five largest emitters (China, US, EU-27, India, and Russia) to

projected 2030 country-level warming and extreme hot years with respect to pre-industrial

climate using an innovative suite of Earth System Model emulators. We find that under

current pledges, their cumulated 1991–2030 emissions are expected to result in extreme hot

years every second year by 2030 in twice as many countries (92%) as without their influence

(46%). If all world nations shared the same fossil CO2 per capita emissions as projected for

the US from 2016–2030, global warming in 2030 would be 0.4 °C higher than under actual

current pledges, and 75% of all countries would exceed 2 °C of regional warming instead of

11%. Our results highlight the responsibility of individual emitters in driving regional climate

change and provide additional angles for the climate policy discourse.
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It has been known for over a century that human-induced
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions lead to a warming planet1–3.
In 1990, with the first assessment report of the Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)4, the scientific com-
munity presented for the first time a comprehensive review on the
state of knowledge on climate change to policy-makers and the
public. Several IPCC reports later, in 2015, the world’s nations
came together under the Paris Agreement and agreed to aim at
“holding the increase in the global average temperature to well
below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to
limit the temperature increase to 1.5 °C above pre-industrial
levels"5. As part of the Paris Agreement, each country must plan,
communicate, and implement Nationally Determined Contribu-
tions (NDCs) to reduce its emissions. The current round of NDCs
covers the time horizon up to 2030.

Evidence of human influence on the climate system is ever
increasing, but classical attribution science is generally based
solely on global-scale emissions6–8. Recent studies have high-
lighted the relevance of assigning climate change responsibility to
major emitters9–15, in order to better quantify the contributions
of individual countries to human-induced global warming and its
consequences. This has gained importance with the bottom-up
approach to mitigation that was introduced as part of the Paris
Agreement, in which each country decides its own mitigation
efforts without international negotiations. However, no study so
far has assessed implications for regional climate change in single
countries and in the context of combined historical and currently
pledged near-term future emissions.

Here, we use a chain of Earth System Model (ESM) emulators to
translate historical emissions and currently pledged NDCs (as of
September 2021) into projected regional climate changes until 2030.
The focus is set on the contributions of the top five largest emitters—
China, the United States (US), the European Union (EU-27), India,
and Russia—to country-level warming and extreme hot years with
respect to pre-industrial climate (1850–1900) over two time periods:
(1) the time period during which policy-makers have been informed
about the looming climate crisis by the IPCC (1991–2030, henceforth
the IPCC period), and (2) the time period after the Paris Agreement
was reached (2016–2030, henceforth the Paris period). As an addi-
tional climate change responsibility perspective, emission scenarios
are explored in which global per capita emissions of the dominant
GHG fossil CO2 are scaled to follow emitter-specific fossil CO2 per
capita emissions based on current pledges. Naturally, the precise
scientific framing—e.g., regarding considered time periods, GHGs,
and emission allocations—strongly influences the obtained relative
contributions of individual emitters to the overall warming10,11.

Results
From emissions to spatially resolved temperature statistics.
Yearly global anthropogenic emissions of Kyoto GHGs have been
rising since pre-industrial times before their projected slow
decline in the 2020s (Fig. 1a). The increase throughout the IPCC
period is mostly caused by the top five emitters, who are set to be
responsible for 52% of the total emissions during the IPCC period
and 53% during the Paris period under currently pledged NDCs.
In both time periods, China is the largest emitter followed by the
US, and Russia emits the least of the five. EU-27’s total emissions
exceed India’s for the IPCC period but no longer for the Paris
period. Overall, the individual emitters’ emission trends
throughout the two time periods differ starkly.

We employ a chain of ESM emulators to translate historical and
near-term future GHG and aerosol emissions (all considered gases
and aerosols are listed in Methods) into yearly local temperature
change statistics distributions (Fig. 1). First, time series of historically-
constrained, probabilistic forced global mean temperature change

(ΔGMT) are derived from the emissions with the reduced-
complexity energy-balance climate model emulator MAGICC16,17

(Fig. 1b). This probabilistic set of ΔGMT time series accounts for
uncertainty in the ΔGMT response to anthropogenic emissions and
the warming is reported with respect to the pre-industrial time
period. Subsequently, the ΔGMT time series are converted into
spatially resolved yearly land temperature change field time series
with the statistical ESM emulator MESMER18. In this step, two
additional sources of uncertainty are accounted for: uncertainty in the
regional temperature response to a specific ΔGMT and uncertainty
from natural internal climate variability. Due to the computational
efficiency of the emulator chain, millions of temperature change field
time series can be generated. This allows for reliable estimates of grid-
cell-level statistics for any given year, as illustrated for changes in the
probability for extreme hot years in a spatially resolved manner for
2030 and with individual time series highlighting the role of the top
five emitters for the occurrence of extreme hot years in their own
territories (Fig. 1c). Here, an extreme hot year is defined at every grid
cell as a 1-in-100-years hot year in pre-industrial climate at that grid
cell (i.e., a hot year with a 1% probability of occurrence or exceedance
in any year in pre-industrial climate conditions). Both, the MAGICC
and the MESMER emulator are calibrated to produce Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP519) ESM consistent
temperature change time series and MAGICC additionally takes
observational constraints into account. In the supplementary
information, it is qualitatively shown that our emulator chain nicely
captures the observed warming in the major emitters’ territories
(Fig. S1).

Country-level warming and probability for extreme hot years.
The impacts of global emissions on median local temperatures are
spatially diverse (Fig. 2a) with the fastest warming occurring in
the northern high latitudes, due to the Arctic amplification20.

The number of countries surpassing a given warming threshold
can be quantified for any ΔGMT value (Fig. 2c). For example,
under current NDC pledges, median ΔGMT would reach 1.4 °C
in 2030, which leads to 78% (likely range: 19–97%) of all
countries experiencing a country-level median warming of more
than 1.5 °C by 2030. Here, IPCC calibrated language21 is used and
the likely range thus refers to the percentage of countries
exceeding 1.5 °C in the 17th—83rd percentile range of their
median regional warming distribution. Deducting the emissions
of the top five during the Paris period, this percentage of
countries is reduced to 30% (2–81%) (Fig. 2c). Without their
emissions over the full IPCC period, only 2% (0–15%) of all
countries would experience more than 1.5 °C country-level
warming in 2030. The large spread in the likely range can be
explained by the fact that countries cross this temperature
threshold during a rather narrow median ΔGMT window. Hence,
inter-ESM differences in the regional response to ΔGMT and
differences between the median and the actual ΔGMT have a
large impact on the percentage of countries above a warming
threshold. Note that individual countries surpass a given warming
threshold before ΔGMT does, because land is warming faster
than oceans, due to the land-sea warming contrast associated with
limited water supply on land22,23.

The increase in extreme hot years is also spatially diverse with
tropical Africa being the most severely affected region (Fig. 2b).
Due to its low natural year-to-year variability24, even the
comparably small shift towards warmer temperatures experienced
by tropical Africa (Fig. 2a) results in a sharp increase in extreme
hot years (Fig. 2b).

Under currently pledged NDCs, extreme hot years are expected
to occur at least every second year (probability for hot year ≥ 50%)
in 92% of all countries (likely range: 72–100%) by 2030 (Fig. 2d).
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Without emissions from the top five emitters during the Paris
period it would be 77% (53–96%) of all countries instead and
without their emissions throughout the IPCC period, this number
would further sink to 46 % (13–69%).

Per capita scenarios. Per capita emissions provide a com-
plementary perspective to illustrate climate change responsibility.
Here, we investigate per capita scenarios in which the whole globe
follows per capita fossil CO2 emissions of each of the major five
emitters since the Paris Agreement (Supplementary Fig. S2) and
visualise the associated warming in 2030 compared to projected
warming under currently pledged global NDCs (Fig. 3). Four of
the five top emitters have larger per capita emissions than the
global average under their Paris Agreement commitments and
would thus be even more severely affected by climate change if
the whole world were to emit like them. The US is the largest per
capita emitter, followed by Russia, China, EU-27, and finally
India.

If global per capita emissions followed the US per capita
emissions during the 15 years of the Paris period (2016-2030)
alone, ΔGMT would already amount to 1.8 °C (likely range
1.6–2.2 °C) in 2030 which is 0.4 °C more than what is expected
under NDC pledges and 0.5 °C more than if everyone followed
India’s per capita emissions instead (Fig. 3a). The US scenario
would lead to 2.5 °C (2.0–3.1 °C) of warming in the US
themselves instead of 1.9 ∘C (1.5–2.4 °C) under NDC pledges
(Fig. 3b) and globally 75% (16–96%) of countries would have

surpassed 2 °C of median warming by 2030 instead of 11 %
(1–61%) (Fig. 3c). In the India scenario, on the other hand,
India’s warming would be reduced to 1.5 °C (1.1–1.8°C) instead
of 1.6 °C (1.3–2.0 °C) (Fig. 3b) and globally only 4% (0–25%) of
countries would have surpassed 2 °C of median warming (Fig. 3c).
However, also with India’s yearly per capita emissions, the world
would continue to warm, albeit at a lower rate. Only moving
towards a fully decarbonised society can eventually stop human-
induced climate change25.

For completeness, we additionally provide the same per capita
figures for the IPCC period in the supplementary information
(Figs. S3 and S4).

Discussion
Climate model emulators are simplified but useful tools to rapidly
quantify regional warming associated with different GHG and
aerosol emission pathways. A diverse range of alternative sce-
narios can be easily explored, making it possible to highlight the
role of single country-level emitters and their emission choices, a
task which is too computationally expensive for state-of-the-art
ESMs. The obtained quantitative results naturally depend on how
emissions are allocated to different countries, which emulators are
employed, and how the emulators are calibrated. But regardless of
specific allocation and emulator choices, our results reveal that
there is a clear country-level warming signal attributable to the
major emitters in near-term projections, which reinforces the
need for and the immediate benefit of rapid emission reductions

Fig. 1 From emissions to spatially resolved temperature statistics for three scenarios. a The reference scenario contains historical global anthropogenic
GHG and aerosol emissions and Paris Agreement NDC pledges until 2030. Two hypothetical emission scenarios branch off after the first IPCC report
(1991) and after the Paris Agreement (2016) respectively. In those scenarios, the Kyoto GHG emissions of the top five largest emitters—China, US, EU-27,
India, and Russia—are removed from the total emissions. All considered types of emissions are listed in Methods. b The emissions time series are
translated into a probabilistic set of ΔGMT time series relative to pre-industrial levels (1850–1900) with the MAGICC emulator16,17. Here, median ΔGMT
is shown with a solid line and the likely range (66% uncertainty range, i.e., 17th–83rd percentile, according to IPCC calibrated language21) in shading. c The
ΔGMT time series are used to create large ensembles of land temperature change field time series with the MESMER emulator18. The map and the time
series depict the probability for an extreme hot year (i.e., a year as warm as that it occurred only about once every 100 years in pre-industrial climate at the
grid cell at hand). The map shows the median probability in 2030 and the time series depict the median and the likely range for a typical grid cell within the
territory of each of the five largest emitters. The typical grid-cell values are obtained by taking the land-area-weighted average of the individual percentiles
across each emitter’s territory.
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by these emitters. Thereby, northern high latitude countries could
profit the most in terms of avoided median warming and tropical
Africa in terms of avoided frequency of hot extremes.

Overall, we find that the top five emitters—China, US, EU-27,
India, and Russia—are playing a major role in driving global and
regional warming and are increasing the probability for extreme

hot years, both since the first IPCC report of 1990 and even only
since the Paris Agreement of 2015. In the context of their current
Paris Agreement emissions pledges, the US, Russia, China, and
EU-27 would experience even more severe warming by 2030 if
the whole world were to follow the same per capita fossil CO2

emissions as them.
Identifying the warming implications of commitments of

individual countries can be a crucial element to increase trans-
parency in the assessment of countries’ commitments. Under the
Paris Agreement, each country is required to regularly update its
NDC. Beyond NDCs, the ambition reflected in the long-term
strategies further affects the prospects for limiting global warming
and bringing the aims of the Paris Agreement within closer
reach26. What has been brought forward in new and updated
NDCs ahead of COP26—the 26th United Nations Climate
Change Conference—in November 2021, is however still insuf-
ficient to achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement27. A continued
global momentum towards substantial improvements in coun-
tries’ 2030 ambition is required to get the world on a Paris
Agreement compatible track26. The Glasgow Climate Pact agreed
at COP26 explicitly calls on “Parties to revisit and strengthen the
2030 targets in their nationally determined contributions as
necessary to align with the Paris Agreement temperature goal by
the end of 2022”28. None of the top five emitters currently has an
NDC aligned with the 1.5 °C temperature limit of the Paris
Agreement29 and their response to the COP26 outcome will be
decisive in terms of the global emission trajectory up to 2030. Our
results highlight the direct benefits of increased mitigation
ambition by the top five emitters for not just less median
warming but also a slower emergence of hot extremes already
over the next decade. However, this does not imply that smaller
emitters do not bear responsibility to increase their commitments.
Per capita emission scenarios can be explored for any country and
may serve as an intuitive tool to communicate the importance of
single countries and their emission choices in driving climate
change. This could especially help motivate small countries with
large per capita emissions, such as Switzerland and similar-size

Fig. 2 Country-level median warming and probability for an extreme hot year in 2030 and as a function of median ΔGMT. a Map of the median of the
2030 country-level median warming (ΔT) distribution without emissions of the top five emitters during the IPCC period, without emissions of the top five
emitters during the Paris period, and under current NDC pledges. b Same as a but for probability for an extreme hot year to occur instead of median
warming. c Percentage of countries above selected country-level warming thresholds for different median warming distribution percentiles as a function of
median ΔGMT. The dotted lines show the results for the median and the shading the results for the likely range of the country-level median warming
distribution. The vertical black lines mark median ΔGMT in 2030 in each of the three scenarios. The results from all three emission scenarios are pooled
together in this panel. d Same as c but for probability for an extreme hot year to occur instead of median warming.

Fig. 3 Median warming in 2030 under historical emissions and currently
pledged NDCs and for illustrative per capita scenarios in which the whole
world emits fossil CO2 per capita like the top five emitters during the
Paris period. a ΔGMT distribution for each scenario. b Regional median
warming distributions for the top five emitters. For each region, the median
warming distribution in the NDC scenario and in the per capita scenario are
shown. c Percentage of countries above a set of country-level warming
thresholds for different median warming distribution percentiles for each
scenario. The box-plots indicate the median (line), the likely range (box),
and the 5th–95th percentile (whiskers).
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countries, to pursue more stringent mitigation efforts, which are
urgently needed to meet the Paris Agreement goals26,30. Hence,
the presented approach has the potential to support all countries
in making evidence-based emission reduction decisions while
accounting for different responsibility perspectives.

Methods
Emission scenarios. Two different emission scenario designs are applied in this
study, one covering actual past (historical) and planned future (NDC) emission
pathways and the other per capita emission pathways.

The historical and NDC emission pathways follow the methodological approach
introduced by Nauels et al.14 which accounts for all Kyoto GHGs (CO2, CH4, N2O,
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulphurhexafluoride
(SF6)) as well as additional non-Kyoto GHGs and aerosols (black carbon (BC),
carbon monoxide (CO), ammonium (NH3), non-CH4 volatile organic compounds
(NMVOCs), nitrates (NOx), organic carbon (OC), and sulfate aerosol (SOx)). In
this study, historical GHG emissions are inferred from historical Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 6 GHG concentrations31,32 until 2014 and extended
with PRIMAP-hist emission trends until 201933,34. These estimates are then
combined with pledged NDC emissions until 2030 derived by the Climate Action
Tracker consortium35,36, which assesses communicated emission reduction
commitments and clarifications provided by governments to construct the
pathways. The pledged 2030 emission levels presented here capture the highest
plausible emission reductions resulting from the pledged targets. To study the
contribution of the five largest emitters to human-induced climate change for two
different time periods, additional scenarios are generated, in which fossil CO2 and
the other Kyoto GHG emissions of the top five emitters are removed, whereas non-
Kyoto GHGs, land-use CO2, and aerosols remain untouched (details in Nauels
et al.14). The first time period starts in 1991, after the publication of the first IPCC
assessment report, and the second one in 2016, after the Paris Agreement was
adopted. Both time periods end in 2030 and thus cover the full time period for
which NDC pledges exist. Production emissions are allocated to the country in
which the goods are produced in and neither international shipping nor aviation
are considered. Note that while Nauels et al.14 removed the emissions from each of
the top five emitters individually, we remove emissions from all five emitters at
once, since the collective contribution of the top five emitters is investigated in
this study.

The per capita emission pathways serve to investigate the effect of applying
different country per capita emission at the global scale for the same two time
periods, the IPCC and the Paris period. For these pathways, the focus is set on the
contributions of the dominant GHG fossil CO2 and thus, only fossil CO2 emissions
are manipulated while other GHGs and aerosols—some of which co-emitted with
CO2, others not37—are not modified. This focus is chosen to avoid misleading
results due to unclear country-level reporting of land-use CO2 and non-CO2 gases
as well as temporarily inflated short-term warming when upscaling country-level
per capita emissions of potent short-lived GHGs to the global level. Annual
emitter-specific fossil CO2 per capita emissions are derived based on the emitter’s
fossil CO2 emission time series described above and its annual population data
presented by the European Commission38, using moderate population projections
based on the middle-of-the-road Shared Socioeconomic Pathway 2. Per capita
fossil CO2 emission pathways for the individual major emitters are then upscaled to
the global scale by multiplication with the global population projections until 2030.

This study does not resolve the temporary GHG emission reductions due to the
COVID-19 pandemic39, as the temperature implications of these changes have
been assessed to be negligible40.

Forced global mean temperature change emulations. MAGICC model version
616 is used to produce ΔGMT time series from the emission pathways described
above. For every emission pathway, a probabilistic set of ΔGMT projections is
generated consisting of a historically-constrained ensemble of 600 runs based on a
Metropolis–Hastings Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach17. For the probabilistic
ensemble, the MAGICC configuration parameters are defined to capture the IPCC
fifth assessment report equilibrium climate sensitivity likely range of 1.5–4.5 °C
(central estimate: 3.0 °C)41,42 and carbon-cycle uncertainties43. Note that we solely
consider ΔGMT results from the MAGICC emulator here and thus do not account
for this emulator’s structural uncertainties44.

Local land temperature change emulations. The statistical ESM emulator
MESMER18 version 0.8.2 is used to translate MAGICC’s ΔGMT estimates into land
temperature change field time series, excluding Antarctica, following the approach
presented by Beusch et al.45. Here, grid cells which are covered by less than 2/3 by
ocean, are considered to be land grid cells. The ocean fraction of each grid cell is
determined with the land-sea mask of the regionmask package version 0.6.246.

Within MESMER18,45, local warming T for a specific ESM m at every grid cell s
and time t consists of a grid-cell-level forced response term Tfr and a superimposed
additive grid-cell-level internal climate variability term Tiv, and can thus be written

as:

Tm;s;t ¼ Tfr
m;s;t þ Tiv

m;s;t : ð1Þ

Following Beusch et al.45, MESMER is calibrated using simulations19 of the
historical time period (1870–2005) as well as all available Representative
Concentration Pathways (2006–2100)47 for 40 individual CMIP5 ESMS (listed in
Table A1 of Beusch et al.18) on a common 2.5° × 2.5° spatial grid. To emulate
emission scenarios which are not available during calibration, estimates of forced

global mean warming for these scenarios are needed, since Tfr
m;s;t is a linear function

of the ESM’s forced global warming Tglob;fr
m;t (while Tiv

m;s;t is an independent
stochastic term)45. In this study, MAGICC’s probabilistic ΔGMT forced global

warming estimates are used as Tglob;fr
m;t estimates in combination with each of the

40 sets of ESM-specific MESMER calibrations to produce globally-constrained
probabilistic Ts,t warming projections which sample CMIP5 inter-ESM differences
in both forced response to global warming and internal climate variability. Thus, it
is assumed that global and regional performance of individual ESMs are sufficiently
decoupled to allow substituting ESM-specific forced global warming with
MAGICC’s constrained probabilistic forced global warming, an assumption which
has been validated by Beusch et al.48. Since forced global warming is the only
predictor MESMER employs to create T emulations, the local climate effects of
short lived climate forcers12,15,49, in particular aerosols, are not captured in our
analysis. As outlined above, aerosol emissions are kept unchanged in our different
emission scenarios.

To create the emulations for this study, for each of the 40 ESMs, 600 Tfr field
time series are created by combining MESMER’s local trend parameters with
MAGICC’s ΔGMT time series. In addition, 6000 Tiv field time series realisations
are generated for each ESM. Finally, ESM-specific full emulations are created by
combining each Tfr field time series with every Tiv field time series, resulting in 600
(Tfr samples) × 6000 (Tiv realisations) = 3,600,000 T emulations per ESM and thus
in 40 (ESMs) × 3,600,000 (T emulations per ESM) = 144,000,000 T emulations per
emission scenario. As with the ΔGMT emulator, we use a single local temperature
change emulator here and thus do not account for the emulator’s structural
uncertainties.

Grid-cell-level statistics. Two types of grid-cell-level statistics are computed in
this study, the median warming ΔT and the probability for an extreme hot year p.

To estimate median warming ΔT, we exploit the fact that within MESMER,
local warming T consists of a forced response term Tfr and an additive internal
climate variability term Tiv (Equation (1)). Since the climate variability realisations
are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean 018, the median warming of
each emulation is by definition the Tfr field time series itself. Thus, we have
distribution of 600 (Tfr samples per ESM and scenario) × 40 (ESMs) = 24,000
median warming estimates available for each scenario.

The probability for an extreme hot year p is a function of both the forced
response to global warming (Tfr) and the internal climate variability (Tiv). Within a
sufficiently large single ESM initial-condition ensemble50, which samples climate
variability around the ESM’s forced climate response, the probability for an
extreme hot year can be estimated for any year for this ESM. Within MESMER,
each combination of a single Tfr field time series with the 6000 Tiv field time series
can be regarded as an approximation of such an initial-condition ensemble which
contains 6000 members. Hence, we have 40 (ESM-specific local trend parameters)
× 600 (ΔGMT estimates) = 24,000 MESMER initial-condition ensembles available
per emission scenario. Within each MESMER initial-condition ensemble, the
probability for an extreme hot year p is determined for every year, leading to a
distribution of 24,000 probability values for every year and every grid cell. An
extreme hot year is here defined as an exceptionally warm year with a probability p
of 1% to occur (or to be exceeded) for any given year in pre-industrial times
(1850–1900). Thus, it represents the 0.99 quantile of the pre-industrial warming
distribution and it is expected to occur about once every 100 years in pre-industrial
climate. To study the development of p over time, we first compute the magnitude
of the 0.99 quantile of warming in pre-industrial times Tq0:99 ;pi

based on 51 (pre-
industrial years) × 6000 (emulations) = 306,000 warming values at every grid cell.
For every year and every grid cell, we subsequently compute the probability p of a
year which is at least as hot as Tq0:99 ;pi

to occur. For this purpose, the quantile q of
Tq0:99 ;pi

is computed for every year and the associated probability for an extreme hot
year p is given by p= (1− q) ⋅ 100.

Country-level statistics. In this study, country-level averages represent the typical
behaviour of a grid cell in this country, meaning the median warming and the
probability for an extreme hot year distributions are first computed for every grid
cell individually and subsequently area- and land-fraction-weighted averages are
derived for different percentiles.

To obtain the grid-cell cover fractions of individual countries, the regionmask
package version 0.6.246 is employed. While there are 177 country masks provided
by regionmask, only 165 are considered in this study, because Antarctica is
excluded and eleven small island nations do not contain any land grid cell on our
2.5° × 2.5° grid, since their land cover fraction is not large enough to reach the
minimum threshold to be considered a land grid cell.
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Data availability
The CMIP5 data employed for calibration are available from the public CMIP archive at:
https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/esgf-llnl/. The stratospheric aerosol optical depth data
used for the MESMER calibration are provided by NASA and available at: https://
data.giss.nasa.gov/modelforce/strataer/. The MAGICC output is available via zenodo51.

Code availability
The code to train MESMER, derive the emulations, and plot the figures is openly available
at https://github.com/MESMER-group/Beusch_et_al_CEE_2021_major_emitters_cc_
responsibility and is additionally stored on zenodo51.
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